PAGE NOTES:
1. STANDARD DECO® WALL PLATE (NOT INCLUDED)
2. WALL PLATE MOUNTING SCREWS (NOT INCLUDED)
3. COMMUNICATION / POWER TERMINATION (CONNECTOR)
4. AUDIBLE "BEEPER"
5. TOUCH - SCREEN DISPLAY
6. DEVICE MOUNTING SCREWS (INCLUDED)
7. THREAD MOUNTING HOLES FOR WALL PLATE
8. STANDARD 1 - GANG ELECTRICAL ENCLOSURE
9. END OF LINE SWITCH (EOL)
10. PRIMARY OR SECONDARY BRANCH WIRING (CAT5)

CABLE LEGEND
CAT 5 (MIN) PRIMARY BRANCH
CAT 5 (MIN) SECONDARY BRANCH
WIRING OPTION 1
WIRING OPTION 2

SPECIAL NOTES:
A. RED EOL BUTTON
   EXTENDED = END OF LINE RESISTOR ENABLED
   DEPRESSED = END OF LINE RESISTOR DISABLED
B. WHEN A NEW DEVICE IS ADDED TO A BRANCH NETWORK AN ACTIVATE "SOFT" BUTTON WILL APPEAR FOR ADDRESING, PRESS ANY BUTTON (20) TIMES WITHIN (30) SECONDS WILL PRESENT DEVICE MENU OPTIONS INCLUDING - RESET TO FACTORY DEFAULTS
C. NOTE MULTIPLE SW-TS-M DEVICES CAN BE "GANGL" WITH EQUIVALENT ELECTRICAL MOUNTING BOX

MULTI-FUNCTION SWITCH
SW-TS-M

1-SW-TS (1 OF 1)
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NOTE: DECO® IS A TRADE MARK OF LEVITON CO.